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ABSTRACT 
We study the long-run behavior of the finite Markov chains by investigating the 
limiting spaces of the n-step possibility distributions, which are shown always to exist. 
Let P be an n × n Markov matrix, and put x i = Pi(x0), i = 1, 2,3 ... . .  where x 0 is 
an)' initial possibility distribution. We find that the set of the limiting points of {x i} 
either contains a unique steady-state distribution or equals a unique orbit of a 
periodic-state distribution. 
1. NOTAT ION AND EXAMPLES 
In this note we shall investigate the space of l imiting possibil ity distribu- 
tions of Markov matrices. It is well known that a primit ive Markov matrix has 
a un ique steady-state distr ibution. However,  for an imprimit ive Markov 
matrix, this is not always the case. It may have not just steady-state distr ibu- 
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tions, but also periodic-state distributions. Consider, for example, the simple 
3 × 3 transition matrix of a Markov process 
0 1 0) 
P3 = 1 0 0 • 
0 0 1 
The distribution (0, 0, 1) 7`  is a steady state, while (a ,  1 - a,  0) T, a ~ [0, 1], is 
a periodic state with period 2. They are all limiting possibility distributions. 
A usual way to study the long-run behavior of a Markov matrix P is to 
investigate the limiting behavior of the n-step matrix P". See for instance [8, 
13]. However, the limiting matrix of P ~ may not exist. Thus in this paper we 
take a different approach and investigate, instead, the limit of the spaces of 
the n-step possibility distributions, which will be shown always to exist. In [6], 
Hartfiel discussed the limiting sets of stochastic products. Seneta also investi- 
gated in [11] the limiting set of nonnegative matrix products. To proceed with 
our discussion, we first introduce some notation. 
DEFINITION. Let A = {(x 1 . . . .  , x , )  r ~ Rnlxi ~ O, Ex  i = 1) be the 
space of possibility distributions. Given a Markov matrix P, let A k be the 
space of the k-step possibility distributions of P. That is, A k = Pk(A). Then 
A k c A k_ 1 for all k >~ 1. Let A~ be the limiting space of A k with respect o 
the Hausdorff distance of the metric space (A, II LI1), where [I [11 denotes the 
11 norm in the Euclidean space R". Namely, Ao~ = N k ~ 1Ak • A possibility 
distributions ~" = (71 . . . . .  7r,,)T ~ A is called a steady-state distribution if 
PTr = ~'. It is called a periodic-state distribution if it is not a steady-state 
distribution and there exists an integer k /> 2 such that P kzr = 7r. The 
smallest such k is said to be the period of the periodic state (Tr 1 . . . . .  7r,,) T. 
Finally, let P~ denote the orbit of the periodic-state distribution 7r. That is, 
P= = {Tr, P(~r), p2(~.) . . . . .  pk-l(Tr)}. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the Markov matrix 
1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
p= 
] 1 0 0 ~ 
1 1 0 0 ~ 
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One has A k = {(c~(½) k, cr + /3 - (½)~, (1  - c~ - /3 ) /2 , (1  - ~ - /3 ) /2 ) "  I 
~, /3>0,  o~+ /3~< 1}. Thus, 2~, ={(0 ,~, ( l  - ~) /2 , (1 -  c~)/2)r [0~< 
c~ ~< 1}. It is also easy to see that every, limiting distribution (0, c~, (1 - c~)/2, 
(1 - c~)/2) f ~ A is a s teady state. 
E,XD~MPI~E ft. Consider the following transition matrix of a Markov pro- 
tess :  
i 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
1 P= 0 7 0 
1 0 :5 1 
1 k 
One has  A k = {(al ,  a2, a:3(, ~)  , (a  3 q- a4)  -- (½)ka3) r la  i >~ O, Ea  i = 1}. Th is  
gives that A = ('l~>/1Ak ={(a l ,  a2,0, a 3) lai >0,  Y2a i = 1}. The limiting 
distributions {((1 - ~) /2 , (1  - a ) /2 ,0 ,  ~e)r[0 ~ ~ K 1} are steady-state 
distributions, and other limiting distributions in A are periodic-state distri- 
butions of' period 2. 
In this note we shall show that the space A of limiting possibility 
distributions of a Markov matrix P is exactly the set of all steady-state 
distributions and periodic-state distributions. For technical reasons we intro- 
duce the concept of nonexpansive matrix. We shall use the 11 norm ]l [FI tbr 
B" in this paper. 
DEFINITION. An n × n matrix A is said to be nonexpansive on a set 
E c B" if it satisfies: 
(1) A(E) c E. 
(2) For any x, y ~ E,  I lA (x )  - A(y)l]l ~< ]Ix - y)]l. 
REMARK 1. It is easy to cheek that a matrix P is Markov if and only if 
P(~X) c A. 
REMARK 2. We claim that all Markov matrices P are nonexpansive on A. 
Indeed, for any x =(x  1,x  2 . . . . .  x,,)  "r and y =(y~,ye  . . . . .  y , ) r  ~ A, one 
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has 
lip(x) - P(y)II1 = i=i  ~ j~=l aij(Xj -yj) 
<~ ~ ~ aijlxj -- Yjl 
~=1j=1 
= a, j  Lxj - y~l 
j=1 i 
= ~ Ix~ - yjl 
j= l  
= IIx - y lh .  
Now our main result concerns the space A~ and can be stated as 
MAIN THEOREM. Let P be an n × n Markov matrix. Then one has 
(i) A~ = {all steady-state distributions and periodic-state distributions}. 
Moreover, Am contains at least one steady-state distribution. 
(ii) P :A~ ~ A~ is an injective and surjective map. Moreover, P acts 
isometrically on A . That is, l i P (x )  - e(y)lll = I Ix  - ylh for all x, y ~ A~. 
REMARK 3. The fact that the set A~ contains at least one steady-state 
distribution in (i) is clear and also known to the experts. For completeness we 
also put it in the statement of our main result. Indeed, our main contribution 
is the characterization of the set As. One can also obtain a universal bound 
for the periodicity in part (i). 
2. THE L IM IT ING SPACE A 
In this section we shall establish our main theorem. First we discuss the 
primitive Markov matrices. 
A primitive Markov matrix P means one such that there exists an integer 
k such that all the entries aij in P~ = (aij) are positive. Therefore, for any 
x = (x 1 . . . . .  xn) ~ ~ A, the ith component of Pk(x)  will be ]~=laqxj.  Since 
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xa >~ 0 and ~'= l Xj = 1,  at least one of them, say Xjo, is positive. Thus 
~'=xa i ix j  >~ aijoxjo > 0. This means that Pk(x )  is inside Int(k). Hence, 
A k = Pk(A) c InffA). Even though for a primitive Markov matrix P it is 
well known the space A consists of only one steady-state distribution, we 
explain this here from the viewpoint of spaces of distributions. This viewpoint 
is ve U important o our discussion of k ,  for general Markov matrices. Since 
the space A of possibility distributions is topologically" a closed (n - D-disk, 
and P is a continuous map from A to A, the Brouwer fixed-point heorem [3] 
implies that P must have at least one fixed point, say x 0, in A. That is 
P(x  o) = x o. In terms of vectors, x 0 is an eigenvector of P with eigenvalue 
a = 1 and hence a steady-state distribution of' P. It is obvious that x 0 E k,,, 
forall  m > 1, andhence  x 0 ~ A . To see that A = {x0} ,wecan  reformu- 
late A as follows. Set u i = e~ - x o. Thus, for any x = (oq, a,, . . . . .  a . )  r one 
has 
e = + =(e)  +e = + 
i=1  i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1 
Hence, A = {x 0 + ~"i=loeiuil a i >/0, ~"i=lai = 1}. This means geometri- 
cally that A is an (n - 1)-simplex with "center" x 0. 
The Markov matrix P and P(A) are then completely determined by 
P(u,), since Pk(u  i) = Pk(e  i) - x o. It is easy to see that the set {Pk(ui)}~= 1 is 
precompact. Since there are only finitely many e'i's, there exists a subse- 
quenee such that {P~,(ei)} converges, for all i=  1,2 . . . . .  n. Set a i = 
limj.~ Pk j (e  i) and v~ = a i -- X0; then limj_+~ PkJ(u~) = %. From this and 
the noninereasing property (A k c A k_ I and A~ is convex), we can conclude 
that A~ = {x 0 + Y~'=~eqv i [a~ >/0, Zi~=~a~ = i}. 
For a primitive Markov matrix, it is easy to see that all v[s are zero 
vectors. Even for a general Markov matrix P, the above argument still yields 
that: 
(1) There exists a steady-state distribution x o ~ A .  
(2) One has A k ={x  o + E"i=loz~Pk(yi)]oei >~ 0, Ecr~ = 1} and A~ = 
Nk~>IA k = {x ° + ~7,, c~v "-'~=1 i i [ cri >~ 0, Y~cr i = 1}. In particular, A~ is geomet- 
rically a convex k-polytope with 0 ~< k ~< n. 
Note that the spaee A m is geometrically a convex polytope and its 
dimension is determined by span{P" (u l ) ,  P" ' (u ,  2) . . . . .  P '"(un)}.  In what 
follows, we shall establish that P : A~ -~ A~ is an isometry, which is part (ii) 
in our main Theorem. 
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PROPOSITION 1. The Markov matrix P preserves A . That is, p( A~) c A . 
Moreover, P : A ~ A is surjective. 
Proof. 
(1) Given any x ~ A , since A = Nk>~lAk, we have x ~ A k for all 
k >~ 1. Hence P(x)  ~ Ak+ l for all k >7 1, and since A 1 D A2, P(x)  is also 
inside A 1.Thus, P(x)  ~ A = Nk~lAk  • 
(2) Given any x ~A,wewant to f inda  y ~ A with P (y )=x.  Again, 
since A = fq~>~lAk, wehave  x ~A k for all k >~2. Thus there exists, for 
every k >~ 1, a Yk ~ Ak with P(Yk)  = x. In particular, Yk ~ A. The com- 
pactness of A implies that there is a subsequence Yk which converges to a J 
vector y ~ A. Thus P(ykj)  converges to P(y)  Hence P(y)  = x. To see that 
y ~ A , we claim y ~ A,,, for all m >~ 1. Indeed, fix any m >/ 1, since 
Yk ~ Ak c A,,, as long as kj >>, m. The compactness of A,,, also gives 
2 J 
y ~A re.Thus y ~A~.  • 
In order to show that P : A --, A is injective and isometric, we need 
two lemmas about the e-denseness of the space As. 
LEMMA 9.. Given any positive e > 0, there exists an integer m(e)  such 
that the following properties hold: 
(1) one can f ind m(e)  vectors Xl, x 2 . . . . .  x,,,(~) in A with pairwise 
distances [Ix i -x j l l l  >/e/ f i  4:j; 
(2) there do not exist re(e) + 1 vectors in A with pairwise distance 
>/g .  
Proof. For any integer k >I 1, consider the set 
A k = {(X l ,  x 2 . . . . .  Xk ) lX  i E Ao~ , IIx i -- Xj l l l  ~ E i f  i # : j} .  
Since Ao~ is nonempty, then A 1 is nonempty. It is quite obvious that if Ak+ l 
is nonempty, then A k is nonempty. In view of this, to prove the lemma we 
only need to show that A k is empty for large k. To see this, consider the 
open covering {B(x, e/2)  lx ~ Ao~}. Here B(x,  e /2 )  = {y ~ n"  IIIx - yill 
< ~/2}. Since A is compact, there exist finitely many xl, x z . . . . .  x m ~ A 
m B such that Ao~c U i+I (  (xi,  e/2)" We claim A k is empty for k =m+ 1. 
Indeed, if A,,,+ 1 ~ Q, there exist Yl, Y2 . . . . .  Y,,+I ~ A~o with Ily~ - y)h  >/c  
if i v~j. The pigeon-hole principle implies that there exist yj~, yjz and i 0 such 
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that yj, and yj~ are inside some B(Xio, e /2 ) .  Hence the triangle inequality 
gives II Y2, - yj~lh < ~/2  + s /2  = e. • 
According to Lemma 2, the set E = {(xl, x2 . . . . .  x,,,¢~)) Ixi ~ A , ]Ix i - 
xj]]t >~ ~ if i ~ j}  is nonempty. It is also a compact subset of the product 
space 1-I ~j ~)A~. 
LEMMA 3. There exists a (Xl ,  X9 . . . . .  Xm(£: )) ~ E with the fo l lowing 
property:  i f  (Y l ,  Y2 . . . . .  y~(~)) is in E, then Et</lly~ - yj]lJ ~< E~<jl[x, - 
x jib. 
Proof. We define a continuous map f on E by f ( z~,  ze . . . . .  z,~(~)) = 
~,,<j[[zi - zj[li for all z = (zl, z 2 . . . . .  z,,,te)) ~ E. Since E is compact, 
there is a (x I, x 2 . . . . .  x,,(~)) ~ E at where f takes its maximum. • 
Now we are in a position to show that P : A -~ A is an isometry. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let P be a Markov matrix. I f  P is nonexpansion, then P 
is an isometry on A~. That is, l iP(x) - P(y) lh  = IIx - y[[1 fo r  all x, y ~ A . 
In partic~dar, P : A -~ A is also inject,re. 
Proof. To prove this, we utilize three properties of P :  dis -+ A .  They 
are: 
(1) (Nonexpansion): l iP(x) - P (y) lh  ~< IIx - yll~ for all x, y ~ dis. 
(2) (SurjectiviW): P :  A --+ A is snrjective. 
(3) (Compactness): A is compact. 
Now suppose that there were two vectors x and y in As such that 
[IP(x) - P(y)[[l < I[x - yl[t. Hence one could find a positive number e > 0 
with ][P(x) - Y(y)]h + 5e < ]]x - /5/[]1. For this e > 0, Lemmas 2 and 3 
imply that we can find a maximal set of vectors xt, x~ . . . . .  and x,,,(~.) in As 
such that (a) ]]x i - x~l]l >~ e if i ~ j and (b) Ei<j]]x, - xjl]l is maximal in 
the sense that if {Yl, Y2 . . . . .  y,~(~)i s another set of vectors in A with 
property. (a), then Y"i<j]lYi- yjl[l ~ ~,i<j l IXi- -Xj J] l"  For such a set 
{x 1, x 2 . . . . .  x,,,(~)}, we consider its preimage. Choose a y, ~ A with P(y, )  
= x~, i=  1,2 . . . . .  re(e). Since p :A  ~ A is surjective, this is always 
possible. Now the nonexpansive property of P on A implies that for i ~ j, 
Ily~ - yjll~ >/l iP(y,)  - P(yj)[l~ = IIxi - xjlll. Hence, Ei<j l [yi  - yjl[1 >~ 
E, <ill x, - xj lh.  On the other hand, the choice of x,'s gives that E, <ill y~ - 
b(/l[1 ~< Ei<j l lx ,  - xjl[1. This yields Ei<j l ly i  - y/Ill = E,<jllx~ - xjlll. From 
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the inequality Ily, - yj[ll >~ IIx~ - xj[[j for all i < j ,  we can conclude that 
I I x , -  xjll~ = I l y , -  yjlll for all i< j .  Now we claim there exist Yi and yj 
such that [ly~ - xlll ~< e and Ilyj - ylll <~ ~. If  not--say,  for example, Ily, - 
x[[1 > e for all / - - then  {Yl,  Y2 . . . . .  y,,,(,), x} will satisfy property (a). This 
contradicts the maximality of the number re(e) .  Hence there must be a Yi 
with Ily, - xl[~ ~ ~. Similarly, there is a yj with [lyj - ylll ~< E. Now the 
triangle inequality and the nonexpansion property of P imply that 
l i P (x )  - P (y ) I [ ,  > / I Ix ,  - 
= II y ,  - 
xjU -IIx,- P( x)ll -Ilxj- P(y)  Ill 
yjlh -II P(y,) - P(x) I1,  -II P(y,J) - P( y)ll  
>/ I ly ,  - yjll~ - I l y ,  - x lh - I l y j  - yll~ 
IIx - y th  - ~l ly i  - xll~ - 211yj - y lh  
>/I[x - yl[1 - 4~. 
This contradicts our choice of e with liP(x) - P(y)ll l  + 5~ ~< [[x - yl[1. 
The onlyway out is that liP(x) - P(y)[I1 = IIx - ylll and hence P : A ~ A 
is an isometry. In particular, P is injective. • 
So far, we have obtained that the limiting space As contains at least a 
steady-state distribution and P : A --+ A S is an isometry. Using these proper- 
ties, we are now able to establish part (i) in our Main Theorem. Namely, 
every vectors in A is either a steady-state distribution or a periodic-state 
distribution. 
PROPOSITION 5. The l imiting space A o f  a Markov n × n matr ix P 
contains exactly all steady-state distr ibution and periodic-state distr ibutions. 
Proof. From the above discussion, we already know that the limiting set 
A is geometrically a convex (k - 1)-polytope with 1 ~< k ~< n + 1. We 
denote the vertices (extreme points) of A by w 1, w e . . . . .  w k. Thus A can 
be written as As {x = k w k = = ~_~i=lAi i [E i= lA i  1 and a i >/0 for i=  
. . . .  E~=laiP ( i), to prove Proposition 5 1,2,. k}. Since e" (E~_ la ,w, )= k m w 
we only need to verify the conclusion for the limiting distributions of w~'s. 
Since p :A  --+ A is an isometry, P is one-to-one and onto. This implies 
that P acts on the set {w 1, w 2 . . . . .  w k} as a permutation. That is, P(w i) = 
w~0), where or is a permutation on {1, 2 . . . . .  k}. Hence or is periodic and has 
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order 1 ~< k!. Therefore, for any x = E~=~Aiw i in A~, one has PZ(x)= 
Ey= 1 Ai p l (w i )  = E~= 1 AiWcrl(i) = E~-  1 AiWi = X. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 5. • 
In view of Proposition 5, we can easily obtain 
COROLLARY 6. Given any initial possibility distribution x o E A of a 
Markov matrix P, put x k = P~(xo). Then the set of the limiting vectors' ofx~ 
either contains a unique steady-state distribution or equals a unique orbit of 
the periodic-state distribution. I f  the second case occurs' and one of its 
limiting periodic-state distributions has period k, then there exists a 7r such 
that {x~+j}~= 1, j = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  k - 1, converges to PJ(Tr). 
Proof. Let A denote the set of limiting vectors of x i. Hence, one has 
A c A .  Consider a vector x in A. We have two possibilities. 
Case (I): x is a steady-state distribution of P. We claim that lira k ~ ~ xk = 
x. Indeed, since x is in A, there exists a subsequence x k which converges to 
x. Thus given any ~ > 0, there exists a kj,~ such that ]f kj >~ k),~, one has 
I[xk, - x]l~ < e. Hence for any k >~ kjo + l, IIx k - xlla = IIPk-G(xk,i) - 
IIx~,, - xllx < E. This shows that x is the only limiting point of Pk-k'"(x)lll < A~"{x} 
x k and hence 
Case (II): x is a periodic-state distribution of P with periodic k. We 
claim that if y is another vector in A, then there exists a j >~ 1 such that 
PJ(x) = y. I f  this were not true, then x and y would have different orbits 
under P. Since the periods of both x and y are finite, one can find a e > 0 
such that )Iv - ulh >~ e for any v ~ P~ and u ~ p,/. Since x and y are in A, 
there exist 1 and m >/ 1 such that Ilx - xtl[1 < ~'/2 and I[y - xl+,,~[[~ < ~/2. 
Thus Ily - Pm(x)[h ~< [ly - xl+,,I]t + [IxI+m - Pm(x)[[1 < ~/2  + ]lP'"(x r) 
- P"(x)ll~ ~< E /2  + Ilxe - xll~ < E /2  + e /2  = e. This contradicts our 
choice of e, and hence the claim holds. Therefore, A = P~. Let k be the 
period of x. Next, we claim that the sequence {xki}~= 1 converges to a vector 
7r in P~. Indeed, let 7r be a limiting vector of {xk~}~ i; then exists a 
subsequenee {xkii}~= I that converges to "n'. Since pk(~.) = 7r, one has, fbr 
m > i j ,  Ilxk,,, - ~-Ih = J lPk ( " -9 (x~, )  - pk(,, ,  *')(~')11,, and hence the claim 
holds. Next, we check that l im i_~ xk~+ i = PJ(Tr) for j = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  k - I. 
This follows from the fact that I[xk~+j - e JOr ) lh  = I IPJ(xk,)  - Pi(Tr)lll ~< 
II x~, - 7r II, --' 0. The proof  of Corolla U 6 is now completed. • 
COROLLARY 7. The set of the limiting matrices of {P k}a >~  is finite. 
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Proof. Since each Pt  is a Markov matrix, the column vectors of pk are 
in A. The compactness of A gives that the set of limiting matrices of {Pk} k >1 
is nonempty. Now we show that the set is finite. Suppose this were not true; 
then there would be infinitely many distinct Qi's, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  which are 
limiting matrices of {Pk} k >~ 1. Let v/ ( j  = 1, 2 . . . . .  n) be the j th  column 
vector of Qi. By the pigeon-hole principle, there exists some j such that all 
v/J's (i = i, 2 . . . . .  o0) are different vectors in R". Since v i equals Qiej, thus 
all v{'s (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  m) are limiting vectors of {Pkej} k >. 1. Propositions 5 and 
Corollary 6 then give that there are only finitely ma£y different v/'s. This 
leads to a contradiction. Hence the set of limiting matrices {Pk} k ~> 1 contains 
only finitely many elements. • 
We conclude this paper by giving an example which will illustrate that the 
limiting space of a nonexpansive matrix P on a compact subset E of R" may 
contain some vectors which are neither steady-state nor periodic-state. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let Po denote the 9, × 2 matrix 
(cos0 -sin ~) 
Po= \ s in0  cos " 
Thus Po is the linear map of R 2 that rotates every vector in R 2 through an 
angle 0 around the origin. Hence Po is a nonexpansive matrix on the closed 
unit disk E = {x ~ R n I IIxll ~< 1) in R e. Hence, Pok(E) = E for all k = 
1, 2 . . . . .  and A = ('1 k ~> 1Pok(E) is also E itself. We divide our discussion 
into two cases: 
Case I: 0 = 27ra with a positive rational number ce ~ Q. Thus, ce = talk 
with k, m ~ Z and P0 k+l = P. Hence all vectors x v~ 0 in E are periodic, 
and the zero vector is a fixed point of P, 
Case II: 0 = 27ra with a positive irrational number a ~ Q. Then for any 
nonzero vector x 0 ~ E, all x k = Pk(x o) are different for k = 0, 1,2 . . . . .  
Hence x 0 is neither a fixed point nor a periodic point of P. 
The author would like to thank the referee for his useful comments 
concerning this paper. 
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